Limited senior pass-fail grading gives faculty approval for spring

Faculty approval of a limited experiment with pass-fail grading was given in the vote taken at the meeting December 3. Beginning in the engineering school, seniors in good standing will be allowed to choose on the subject per term to be graded on a pass-fail basis. Seniors may wish as an minterm to do what is impossible to other students.

The statement of policy follows: "MIT affirms that the encouragement of research and inquiry into intellectual areas of great promise is one of the most basic obligations to its faculty, to its students, and to society at large. It affirms the profound merits of freedom and open exchange of knowledge. However, MIT is an institution that plays a unique role in important areas of science and technology that are of great concern to society. It recognizes that in a very few cases the pursuit of knowledge may require access to data or literature of a classified nature, or yields results whose immediate distribution would not be in the best interests of society. It affirms, therefore, that such activities are undertaken only when, after weighing the advantages and disadvantages for the academic program and for the nation, they are judged to be highly constructive. Since the implementation of classified research has some aspects which are detrimental to the academic environment of the Institute, it is essential that each project be reviewed and acted upon in the light of its impact on the Institute as a whole.

"It is the policy of the Institute, therefore, that every research project within the academic structure of MIT (excluding Lincoln Laboratory and the Instrumentation Laboratory) which requires a classification on the research project or the results, receive the prior approval of the President or Provost, who shall seek the advice of the Committee on Experiments in Policy that involve modification of the existing policy and will form the Committee of all approval.

"Individual classified theses to be undertaken by undergraduate or graduate students must be approved by the Committee at Graduate School Policy before the work is begun."

Dr. Claude E. Shannon, Distinguished Professor of Science at MIT, was recently named to receive National Medal of Science.
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The objective of this experiment, which will be continued at least three times, is to determine whether seniors will be given the option to be graded on pass-fail for a one-term subject in their own field.
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